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Summary 

Starting with the investigation of the international and Hungarian historical roots of pastoral 

care, in this thesis my aim was to analyze the process via which the initially individual, amateur 

pastoral care initiatives can evolve into a broad movement and then an established professional 

field recognized by other disciplines. The most important goal of the dissertation is to map the 

current situation as well as to present the key concepts and the state of institutionalization of 

clinical pastoral care (CPC) in order to provide a more transparent view of the current structures 

and to support their future development. Since this is the first overarching survey of the state 

of clinical pastoral care in Hungary, my work carries new results in presenting the organization 

and operations of the institutional structures of clinical pastoral care services in Hungary.  

In order to reach the goals of my research the following research questions were defined: 

1. Who practices clinical pastoral care in Hungary today and in which hospitals? 

1.b What are the characteristics of the main clinical pastoral care workshops? 

2. What are the main characteristics of the organization and institutionalization of clinical 

pastoral care in Hungary? 

2.b What can be said on the ecclesiastical and health care integration of clinical pastoral care in 

Hungary? 

3. What are the main characteristics of the attitude of Hungarian clinical pastoral care? 

4. What are the characteristics of the networking of Hungarian clinical pastoral care 

professionals? 

 

In formulating the answers to these questions both an internet-based  survey addressed to 

clinical pastoral care professionals was elaborated and qualitative, semi-structured interviews 
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were carried on with a subset of them and then subsequently analyzed with the IPA method. 

Analysis of the results of this two-pillared research method the following answers can be given 

to the research questions phrased above: 

1. According to my data collected in 2015, the number of clinical pastoral care professionals is 

Hungary is close to 100, with 50 of them having roman Catholic, 2 greek Catholic, 34 protestant 

and 9 evangelic religious affiliation. They performed their services in 80 hospitals. 

1.b. The most typical organizational pattern found was the one CPC professional – one hospital 

setup. In exceptional cases some CPC professionals served more than one hospital and small – 

sometimes ecumenical – CPC teams working in a single hospital were also identified. In general 

it can be said that bigger (in terms of the number of professionals employed) CPC workshops 

show a higher degree of organization, lower risk of burnout and less fluctuation.  

2. With a few exceptions it can be stated that the level of institutionalization of CPC in Hungary 

is low. CPC professionals typically work alone, according to their own, individual system, 

making up for with creativity and talent what’s missing on the institutional side. External 

control and quality assurance of CPC are only symbolically present. There is no professional 

chamber, nor uniform work descriptions and standards for professionals. 

2.b. CPC in Hungary exists in the middle ground - as defined by the Klessmann – categories 

(Klessmann 2002) – between ecclesiastical and hospital integration. Professionals experience 

both the benefits and drawbacks of this setup: their relative independence allows for a greater 

space of acting, but the low level of institutional integration causes frustration and makes 

effective work more difficult. 

3. According to the results of my research, Roger’s, nondirective, partner-centric approach is 

the most prevalent in Hungarian CPC. Some representative characteristics of this approach 

appearing in CPC professional methodology are presence, openness, listening, person centered 

approach alongside emotions and the tactile use of spirituality as an interpretation background 

as well as a source of power. Other key concepts of CPC practice are: keeping competency 

boundaries and frameworks, mental health protection, case discussions, supervision and 

professional networking. 

4. The originally present denominational separation of networking connections has been 

replaced by personal acquaintance – based networking among CPC professionals. Trust and 

openness towards further broadening cooperation can be sensed on the level of wishes among 
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professionals. Centralization of CPC activities is present, to a varying degree, in all churches, 

distribution of connections is not homogenous, central actors are primarily persons with high 

prestige. Results of the survey underline the role of professional organizations and events as 

well as the role of bridging-actors on the basis of subsidiarity in the promotion of 

institutionalization. 

My research on presenting the current situation is primarily a qualitative analysis, focusing on 

the subjective lived experiences of CPC professionals. Key results emerging from this analysis 

show that the level of work-sharing among CPC professionals is low, the hierarchies are not 

complex. The decisive norms and values of CPC are presence, openness, listening and emotion-

focused, person-centered approach derived from Roger’s person-centered theory – interpreted 

in a spiritual background. Written, formal definition of work rules are typically done by the 

CPC professionals themselves. External control of their activities is mostly symbolic and, due 

to the characteristics of the field, objective performance measurement is hard to perform 

anyway. Internal motivation and norm-keeping of CPC professionals is high, defined by the 

theoretical and practical knowledge set of pastoral care. Historical development, the 

organization of traditions and the emerging practice stemming from these can be seen both in 

publications and in the practices of CPC professionals based on the literature. Evidences of the 

scientific background and emerging professionalism of CPC are the professional publications 

on the field that are gaining increasing publicity. Due to the lack of formal controls and 

regulations, currently there are no objective guarantees of CPC activities in terms of 

qualifications required and standards to be followed. In spite of the lack of such controls, 

however, most CPC professionals have some relevant qualification. Legitimacy of CPC work 

is hindered by the fact that level of integration of CPC to hospital organizational structures is 

highly dependent on the persons involved. There are no legal structures in place that would 

provide institution-level protection.  Based on the results of the network research presented in 

my dissertation, almost all CPC professionals have an affiliation to a professional community. 

Networking cooperation among CPC professionals is not yet developed, but the openness 

towards denominationally independent professional networking can be identified. My research 

results show that, based on the common values and norms, the key methods and focus points, 

Hungarian clinical pastoral care can be considered uniform, however, individual differences in 

both methodological approach and organizational structures can be identified. 

In the final part of my dissertation I present a possible development path for CPC in Hungary. 

Strengthening of institutionalization can aid the strengthening of the CPC profession as well. 
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To achieve this goal it is necessary to establish more workshops, departments where CPC 

professionals can work in teams, with well-defined professional differentiation – based 

workload distribution. Definition of professional standards is also necessary, that can be helped 

by the establishment of a professional representative body/organization. The presence of 

institution-level controls can provide a safe foundation of the integration of CPC into both the 

ecclesiastical and hospital spheres, although it is also important that professional workshops 

preserve their unique characteristics and individual decision – making powers. 

 

 

 


